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Pinter at the Pinter One and Two review at the Harold Pinter Theatre - 'ambitious, unsettling and powerfully performed'
Paapa Essiedu and Kate O'Flynn in Pinter One.

Petey, a man in his sixties Meg, a woman in her sixties Stanley, a man in his late thirties Lulu, a woman in her
early twenties Goldberg, a man in his fifties McCann, a man of thirty The Birthday Party [Grove Press ed.
Alternating between maternal and flirtatious affectation toward Stanley, Meg tells him that "two gentlemen",
two new "visitors", will be arriving 30â€” At this information, Stanley appears concerned, suspicious, and
disbelieving; there is "A sudden knock on the front door" and Meg goes offstage, while Stanley "listens" at a
voice coming "through the letter box," but it is just Lulu carrying in a package delivered for Meg. Act 2[ edit ]
Stanley encounters McCann and the two talk. He denies the fact that it is his birthday and insists that Meg is
mad for saying so, and asks McCann if Goldberg has told him why he has been brought to the house.
Goldberg enters and sends McCann out to collect some Whiskey that he has ordered for the party. When
McCann returns, he and Goldberg interrogate Stanley with a series of ambiguous, rhetorical questions,
tormenting him to complete collapse. Lulu then arrives and engages with Goldberg in romance. Stanley then
attacks Meg, and, in the black out that immediately follows, attacks and attempts to rape Lulu. The act ends
with Goldberg and McCann backing the maniacally laughing Stanley against a wall. Act 3[ edit ] Paralleling
the first scene of the play, Petey is having breakfast, and Meg asks him innocuous questions, with important
differences revealing the aftermath of the party. Lulu then confronts Goldberg about the way he treated the
previous night during unseen events that occurred after the party but is driven from the house by McCann
making unsavoury comments about her character and demanding that she confess her sins to him. McCann
then brings in Stanley, with his broken glasses, and he and Goldberg bombard him with a list of his faults and
of all the benefits he will obtain by submitting to their influence. When asked for his opinion of what he has to
gain, Stanley is unable to answer. They begin to lead him out of the house toward the car waiting to take him
to Monty. Genre[ edit ] The Birthday Party has been described some say "pigeonholed" by Irving Wardle and
later critics as a " comedy of menace " [5] and by Martin Esslin as an example of the Theatre of the Absurd. I
was going to keep it a secret until tonight," even that "fact" is dubious, as Stanley denies that it is his birthday:
Round the bend" Although Meg claims that her house is a " boarding house ," her husband, Petey, who was
confronted by "two men" who "wanted to know if we could put them up for a couple of nights" is surprised
that Meg already has "got a room ready" 23 , and, Stanley being the only supposed boarder , also responds to
what appears to him to be the sudden appearance of Goldberg and McCann as prospective guests on a
supposed "short holiday," flat out denies that it is a boarding house: It never was" McCann claims to have no
knowledge of Stanley or Maidenhead when Stanley asks him "Ever been anywhere near Maidenhead? I used
to have my tea there. I seem to connect you with the High Street. I was born and brought up there. I lived well
away from the main road" 51 ; yet Goldberg later names both businesses that Stanley used to frequent
connecting Goldberg and possibly also McCann to Maidenhead: Goldberg is called "Nat," but in his stories of
the past he says that he was called "Simey" 73 and also "Benny" 92 , and he refers to McCann as both
"Dermot" in talking to Petey [87] and "Seamus" in talking to McCann [93]. Some of the more blatant lies are
so casually delivered that the audience is encouraged to look for more than is going to be disclosed. Pinter told
his official biographer, Michael Billington , I went to these digs and found, in short, a very big woman who
was the landlady and a little man, the landlord. There was no one else there, apart from a solitary lodger, and
the digs were really quite filthy And I said to the man, "What are you doing here? I used to play in the
concert-party here and I gave that up. James goes by many names, sometimes Nat, but when talking about his
past he mentions that he was called by the names "Simey" and also "Benny". He seems to idolise his Uncle
Barney as he mentions him many times during the play. Goldberg is portrayed as a Jewish man which is
reinforced by his typically Jewish name and his appropriate use of Yiddish words. McCann is an unfrocked
priest and has two names. Petey refers to him as Dermot but Goldberg calls him Seamus. The sarcasm in the
following exchange evokes some distance in their relationship: Stanley Webber[ edit ] Stanley Webber â€” "a
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palpably Jewish name, incidentally â€” is a man who shores up his precarious sense of self through fantasy,
bluff, violence and his own manipulative form of power-play. His treatment of Meg initially is rough, playful,
teasing, From the very outset, the defining quality of a Pinter play is not so much fear and menace â€”â€”
though they are undoubtedly present â€”â€” as a yearning for some lost Eden as a refuge from the uncertain,
miasmic present" As quoted by Arnold P. Never more than now. I believe that is precisely what the United
States is doing to Nicaragua.
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Chapter 2 : Pinter at the Pinter review â€“ terrifying, tantalising power games | Stage | The Guardian
"Pinter at the Pinter" is not merely completist, it's meticulously curated. A decade after Harold Pinter's death, director
Jamie Lloyd's six-month season of the writer's short plays.

A night in winter [Scene 1] Aston has invited Davies, a homeless man, into his flat after rescuing him from a
bar fight 7â€”9. Davies comments on the flat and criticises the fact that it is cluttered and badly kept. Aston
attempts to find a pair of shoes for Davies but Davies rejects all the offers. Early on, Davies reveals to Aston
that his real name is not "Bernard Jenkins", his "assumed name", but really "Mac Davies" 19â€”20, He claims
that his papers validating this fact are in Sidcup and that he must and will return there to retrieve them just as
soon as he has a good pair of shoes. Aston and Davies discuss where he will sleep and the problem of the
"bucket" attached to the ceiling to catch dripping rain water from the leaky roof 20â€”21 and Davies "gets into
bed" while "ASTON sits, poking his [electrical] plug Davies denies that he made any noise and blames the
racket on the neighbours, revealing his fear of foreigners: Just as Mick reaches the climactic line of his diatribe
geared to put the old tramp off balanceâ€”"Who do you bank with? The three battle over the "bag" that Aston
has brought Davies, one of the most comic and often-cited Beckettian routines in the play 38â€” Sound of a
key in the door of the room. Aston suggests adjustments but Davies proves to be callous and inflexible. But I
want to do something first. I want to build that shed out in the garden" 54â€” Davies and Mick discuss the flat.
Mick relates " ruminatively " in great detail what he would do to redecorate it When finally threatened by
Davies pointing a knife at him, Aston tells Davies to leave: Davies, outraged, claims that Mick will take his
side and kick Aston out instead and leaves in a fury, concluding mistakenly: When Aston comes back into the
apartment, the brothers face each other," "They look at each other. Both are smiling, faintly" Using the excuse
of having returned for his "pipe" given to him earlier through the generosity of Aston , Davies turns to beg
Aston to let him stay 75â€” Billington notes in his authorised biography that Pinter claims to have written the
play while he and his first wife Vivien Merchant were living in Chiswick: There was a chap who owned the
house: The only image of him was of this swift mover up and down the stairs and of his van going. His brother
lived in the house. He was a handyman. ECT , I think. Anyway, he did bring a tramp back one night. I call
him a tramp, but he was just a homeless old man who stayed three or four weeks. According to Billington,
Pinter described Mick as the most purely invented character of the three. I was totally out of work. He also
picked up locales. The Sidcup in The Caretaker comes from the fact that the Royal Artillery HQ was there
when I was a National Serviceman and its almost mythical quality as the fount of all permission and record
was a source. For Davies it is a Kentish Eldorado: I have always tried to interpret his plays with as much
humour and humanity as possible. There is always mischief lurking in the darkest corners. The world of The
Caretaker is a bleak one, its characters damaged and lonely. But they are all going to survive. And in their
dance to that end they show a frenetic vitality and a wry sense of the ridiculous that balance heartache and
laughter. Funny, but not too funny. As Pinter wrote, back in Beyond that point, it ceases to be funny, and it is
because of that point that I wrote it. The climax comes in the harrowing monologue in which he recalls the
moment the electrodes were attached. The lights close down on his traumatised features as he speaks, leaving
us uncomfortably alone with his thoughts. I went into a room and saw one person standing up and one person
sitting down, and few weeks later I wrote The Room. I went into another room and saw two people sitting
down, and a few years later I wrote The Birthday Party. I looked through a door into a third room and saw two
people standing up and I wrote The Caretaker. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable
sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. March Learn how and when to remove this
template message Aston When he was younger he was given electric shock therapy that leaves him
permanently brain damaged. His efforts to appease the ever-complaining Davies may be seen as an attempt to
reach out to others. He desperately seeks a connection in the wrong place and with the wrong people. His main
obstacle is his inability to communicate. He is misunderstood by his closest relative, his brother, and thus is
completely isolated in his existence. His good-natured attitude makes him vulnerable to exploitation. His
dialogue is sparse and often a direct response to something Mick or Davies has said. Aston has dreams of
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building a shed. The shed to him may represent all the things his life lacks: The shed represents hope for the
future. Davies Davies manufactures the story of his life, lying or sidestepping some details to avoid telling the
whole truth about himself. He adjusts aspects of the story of his life according to the people he is trying to
impress, influence, or manipulate. As Billington points out, "When Mick suggests that Davies might have
been in the services â€” and even the colonies, Davies retorts: I was one of the first over there. Mick At times
violent and ill-tempered, Mick is ambitious. His increasing dissatisfaction with Davies leads to a
rapprochement with his brother, Aston; though he appears to have distanced himself from Aston prior to the
opening of the play, by the end, they exchange a few words and a faint smile. At first, he is aggressive toward
Davies. Later, it may be that by suggesting that Davies could be "caretaker" of both his house and his brother,
Mick is attempting to shift responsibility from himself onto Davies, who hardly seems a viable candidate for
such tasks. March Further information: The play has often been compared to Waiting for Godot , by Samuel
Beckett , and other absurdist plays because of its apparent lack of plot and action. The fluidity of the
characters is explained by Ronald Knowles as follows: Character is no longer the clearly perceived entity
underlying clarity of articulation the objectification of a social and moral entelechy but something amorphous
and contingent This article needs additional citations for verification. March See also: The Caretaker is filled
with long rants and non-sequiturs, the language is either choppy dialogue full of interruptions or long speeches
that are a vocalised train of thought. Although the text is presented in a casual way, there is always a message
behind its simplicity. Pinter is often concerned with "communication itself, or rather the deliberate evasion of
communication" Knowles Pinter toys with silence, where it is used in the play and what emphasis it places on
the words when they are at last spoken. Tragicomedy[ edit ] The Caretaker is a drama of mixed modes; both
tragic and comic, it is a tragicomedy.
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That Pinter has the capacity to both terrify and tantalise but, above all, that the division of his works into the political and
the personal is ludicrously artificial: whether the context is the.

It could be disjointed. The first set was political, raging against regimes. The second is philosophical, riven
with existential angst. It circles the notion that other people are both unreachable and unknowable â€” as,
indeed, we are ourselves. He may or may not be her husband, now sat, middle-aged, blathering on about the
banalities of his day: Pinter makes marriage seem like a cosmic joke: More Reviews TV Review: Strikingly,
Lloyd often adds still, silent listeners, half tuned-in, half zoned out. Allen leans on the bar, bored out of his
brains; Tom Edden sits, almost comatose, as the housewives natter. He has a sharp comic ear. The sense is of
people desperate to connect; of words sprayed like radio waves into space or radar signals seeking surfaces to
bounce off. He stands up to death, then cowers at its approach, and he clutches to make some sense of his life.
What does his civil service career count for? What does he leave behind? Two sons, a dead daughter, a wife
â€” what else? What if he married the wrong woman? Scenes slip and slide, not quite as smoothly as they
might, and people melt into the walls. We are unknowable, even to ourselves. His dotty aunts are dewy-eyed
for their charming young lodger Sally, a schoolteacher taking late-night language lessons. Short scenes cut
out, the action never boils over, even with a live drummer Abbie Finn bashing out some sense of its pulse. A
Jamie Lloyd production of a collection of short plays and sketches by Harold Pinter.
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Chapter 4 : The Pinter review. (Journal, magazine, ) [racedaydvl.com]
The Pinter Review is published annually at The University of Tampa in conjunction with The Harold Pinter Society The
journal invites articles, notes, production reviews, queries, bibliographical and other information which furthers the
appreciation of work of Harold Pinter.

These plays are peopled by suited, sinister men who intimidate, torture and gleefully misuse their power. The
threat of rape permeates many of these plays. Women are ripe for violation, as a way of breaking both them
and the men who love them. Paapa Essiedu spends several of these early pieces lashed to a chair, bloodied or
quivering with fear. Newly discovered satirical piece The Pres and an Officer is a case in point. It feels pretty
flimsy. Lloyd plays it for laughs, casting Jon Culshaw as the Calippo-skinned president of the United States.
This is by far the strongest piece in this first batch. He veers from making overt threats to almost-casual
conversation. He stands appallingly close to them. He uses his words to break them. We see no violence. The
play is incredibly disturbing and upsetting, but by this stage in his career and in his politics Pinter believed that
people needed to look at things in the world that repelled them. The terrain is more familiarly Pinter-esque.
The whole of their strange duet has a foggy quality. This, it seems, is how they get their kicks â€” how they
escape the constraints and pressures of their life together. Increasingly, however, he feels uneasy about this
situation though she is keen for it to continue. The Collection, written in , is also about fantasy and the
potential of infidelity. Bill is also in a relationship with Harry, an older man, played by a vinegar-tongued
David Suchet. James comes to their house to confront Bill but they end up engaging in a strange kind of
flirtation. Tovey elongates every word he utters in an unsettling way. He sprawls in an armchair in his tight
white pants, while Suchet sits crisply on the other side of the stage, knees nipped together. The truth about
whether or not Bill and Stella got up to anything together or merely talked about what they might get up to
continues to shift.
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Pinter at the Pinter review: A remarkable endeavour; Pinter Three opens with Landscape, the hypnotic two-hander first
staged in Greig and Keith Allen sit next to each other in a country house.

It does not seek to portray life as it is authentically or realistically but gives us a view of life through a crazed
mirror image. It is life seen as an absurd concoction in which desire is realized and the abnormal replaces the
normal. The setting is deceiving: We get to know a great deal about the pasts of these characters: She and her
husband are visiting from America where he is a philosophy professor. They have left their three little sons at
home. We see a large slice of the ordinary lives of these six people. Why go to the theater to see the
commonplace, the ordinary? Why not see what would happen when libidos take over? I saw an insightful
production of this play on Broadway on January12, Eve Best played the enigmatic sexual tease Ruth, and
three other fine actors rounded out the cast. The play was full of menace, irony, and shock, but with many bits
that drew laughter. The father and his two stay-at-home sons have a low opinion of women, and Ruth certainly
reinforces that view. Lenny talks about his violence toward women. Teddy, the philosophy teacher, an ersatz
intellectual, acquiesces to his wife staying with the family as a tart stoically and unfeelingly. Everything seems
sinister and threatening. Lenny blows his stack over trivial matters: The trivial becomes earthshaking, and
crucial matters become trivial. She does not do what a real person would do, but what a woman might do if
she let her deeper, darker nature take over. Early on Max says to Same that he should get married and bring his
wife home to live in the family manse so everyone can "enjoy" her. Since this play was written forty-two years
ago, the audiences have lost their understanding of the absurdist traditions and have slipped back into their
state of undemanding, timid and risk-free theatergoing. Nobel prize winner Pinter blazed new ground for
them, and they are right back where they started from.
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Chapter 6 : The week in theatre: Pinter at the Pinter; Sketching â€“ review | Stage | The Guardian
Pinter Four Harold Pinter Theatre 10 November 4 Stars Book Tickets. It's an evening of contrasts in Pinter 4. The first
half is his play Moonlight, which continues Pinter's themes of memory and relationships, but it's also, perhaps
unsurprisingly, steeped with thoughts about mortality.

Marc Brenner How do theatres get their names? Pinter at the Pinter makes a strong case for them waving the
banner of a dramatist. The first two batches feature plays from the s with domestic settings entitled Pinter Two
, alongside more recent, overtly violent, clearly political episodes Pinter One. Seeing them in one day is to
visit a country at once foreign and shockingly familiar. Taken together, they show how Pinter, who died 10
years ago, rewired theatre. He dismantles the traditional theatrical subject of social class not by scowling at it
but by collapsing its language: He disrupts action with a shimmer of the unconscious, so that subtext becomes
the main point. Sexual abuse, psychological coercion, gaslighting, torture: Yet The Collection â€” with its
free-floating sexual accusations â€” is exquisitely insinuating. John Macmillan and Hayley Squires are full of
subtle disruptions. David Suchet is feline and fastidious matching socks and braces. The plays that make up
Pinter One are so ferocious that they are often hard to watch. The fiercest has Antony Sher as a fastidiously
thin-lipped torturer. That link could look like a cheap shot. Might this start a trend for seasons? I would
welcome that. And a rethinking of what we honour when we name theatres. What about a few more artists and
women alongside the owners and investors? Why not a Caryl Churchill theatre? After all, London has two
Lyrics â€” only a few notes away from a Caryl.
Chapter 7 : Read Reviews for the First Installment of Pinter at the Pinter | Playbill
Harold Pinter Theatre RUN TIME: 2 hours and 40 minutes (including a minute interval) WHEN?: 9/11, runs to 8/12/18
We're halfway through the Pinter At The Pinter season in the West End and there's a real gem of 1 of his less
well-known 1-act plays after the interval here.

Chapter 8 : â€˜Pinter Three and Fourâ€™ Review: New Shows in â€˜Pinter at the Pinterâ€™ â€“ Variety
Pinter at the Pinter, Harold Pinter Theatre review - harrowing and comic short pieces from the master The Birthday
Party, Harold Pinter Theatre review - starry cast create a stunning masterpiece Old Times, Harold Pinter Theatre.

Chapter 9 : REVIEW: Pinter Four, Harold Pinter Theatre âœâœâœâœ
Pinter Three: â˜…â˜…â˜…â˜…â˜† Pinter Four: â˜…â˜…â˜…â˜†â˜† E verywhere you look at the Harold Pinter Theatre,
there are photos of the great man, in varying attitudes of imposing seriousness. The.
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